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Elden Ring is an action RPG, a mix between Zelda and Final Fantasy. In the game, players take on
the role of a female hero who is transported to a world between reality and fantasy. While looking for

her lost memories, she develops a different soul which is placed in a special ring, an item of divine
power. Players must develop their characters by customizing the characters’ equipment and skills as
well as their weaponry and armor, and enhance their power through various activities. ■ Action RPG
with High Difficulty As an action RPG, Elden Ring features a very high difficulty. Players are expected
to master multiple challenging battles in order to reach the goal of the game. For example, players

must master a special key item in order to enter battle. ■ Easy to Learn, but Very Difficult to Master
Though players can approach the game with ease, it is clear that it is a very difficult game. With a

vast world and several different game worlds in addition to the main storyline, players can do
various quests and activities that are rewarded with various items and techniques. In addition, there

are various skills with different characteristics such as magic, item creation, and combat. [Story]
Story of a Hero: Rise, Tarnished The story of a hero. The hero, Linnea, is a woman who lost her

memory. She woke up in a strange world called the Lands Between. She lost her memories during
her trip to the Lands Between and does not know anything about herself. She hears stories about

dragons, heroes, and other gods who live in the Lands Between, but she does not remember
anything. The hero arrives in a port city which is a gate between reality and fantasy. She takes a
boat in search for the horizon in a very dark place, waiting for a sign. As she moves and wanders
around the port city, she finds a clearing and falls unconscious. In a strange dream, the hero goes

through new stages, finally reaching an unknown world. ■ Over Ten Hours of Game Play All the story
that was described above is just in the first five minutes of the game. The journey of the hero is

scattered over ten hours. There are various quests and activities that the hero can do, but players
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will have to work very hard to master and complete the hero's journey. [Multiplayer] Players will be
able to go on a journey together with another person when

Elden Ring Features Key:
A vast world featuring a variety of situations and huge dungeons.
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In another word — and a day!

Tigress a beast!

Suicidals. They are crawling.

B2 is full of traps. And the traps come alive.

On the front. Let us raise the glory of the empire!

Game style: Endless.Game play: 33 maps of increasing complexity.Tactics: Spawns in the highest level of
the enemy.

Features: Touch screen controls.Various difficulties. Old story mode and new "Siege. Animal crossing. Very
funny.
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Search for and collect of 10 mahout clans on the majestic island of B2.
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